
HOW TO RECORD VIDEO TAPES TO DVD - PAL

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

PENTIUM 4 2. Ghz at least (2.6 or faster is better)–VIDEO CAPTURE CARD–ULEAD 2000 XP
IS OK and cheap (analog TV , but throw the Winfast software in the bin, it is useless), or a more
expensive one if you want HD digital TV. Seeing as most areas now have some digital TV it makes
much more sense to get a digital TV Card. A good one is: FusionHDTV SVB-T . It has a composite
video input, which is what you must have if you want to record from your VCR. There are now many
other brands available, but be sure it has the composite video input. I have both a Fusion (Divco) and
a Video Mate (Compro) card and find the Fusion one is far better than the Video Mate.

PROGRAMS USED: (Note: look on the web for alternative suppliers of the software, you may be able
to get them cheaper).

INTERVIDEO WIN DVR 3–Used to record the tape, via a video capture card. It is available from
http://www.intervideo.com/jsp/Record.jsp for $US75.95 and is the best recorder you will find as you
have complete control over the settings.

An Audio Recording program that shows VU (Volume Units–(level of sound)) such as the old COOL
EDIT PRO 2 (now Adobe Audition 1.5 http://www.adobe.com/products/audition/ $US299.00) to
set the correct audio recording level. Otherwise it is trial and error.

TMPGENC DVD AUTHOR–Used to edit the video, make menus and output to video (VOB) files. It
is available from http://www.pegasys-inc.com/en/shopping/index.html for $US68.00 and supports
DVD+R DL (double layer–though who can afford to buy these?). Also available from Pegasys is
an AC3 Audio plug in that allows you to have two channel AC3 audio like commercial DVDs. It is
available for $US29.00 and supports Dolby Digital (AC-3) 2ch audio, but I found it does not make the
audio sound any better.

DVD SHRINK V 3.17 or V 3.2 - Used to shrink the VOB files if they are too large. It is certainly the
right price as it is FREE! Download it from http://www.dvdshrink.org/what.html . Just click on the
latest stable version number and you will have options of where to download it from.

DVD Shrink can also be used to rip and shrink a commercial DVD.

NERO–to make the DVD. If you have not yet purchased a DVD burner make sure you get Nero
burning software with it. I highly recommend EYO Technologies http://www.eyo.com.au/ . I also
recommend Pioneer burners (get the latest one). EYO sell them as OEM versions with no software and
you can get Nero for about $10.00 extra.

For more advanced video editing I recommend MPEG Video Wizard from
http://womble.com/products/ . It is available for $US165.36. With this program you can edit videos
frame by frame, split, join, trim and numerous other things. It can also convert a Digital TV stream to
MPEG (demux and remux) which is useful if you have a Digital TV card that cannot record digital TV
as an MPG file or if your computer is not fast enough to do this in real time. The file saved from a
Digital TV card in raw format (a .tp ifle with fusion) is not compatible with DVD mpg format and has
to be converted. The software that comes with the cards is usually useless and takes forever to do the
job because in re-encodes it. A cheaper alternative is MPG2VCR, also from Womble, it costs
$US69.95. It does most of what MPEG Video Wizard does, except advanced editing.



SETTING UP:
Connect VCR audio out to the line input of sound card (unless your TV card has a separate audio in) and
video output to the video in of the capture card. Set up the VCR near the computer is best. If you have
a digital TV card you can use the analog tuner in your VCR to record from analog TV.

SETTING UP INTERVIDEO–

Start program; Click on arrow at bottom right of control panel then select ‘General Panel’, click on the 
spanner for setup.

Select the ‘Storage’ tab and set the folder where you will save the videos.  I suggest  ‘c:\aamovies’ as it 
will be the first folder on the disk and easy to find.



Select the ‘Device’ tab.

Make sure the device is your video capture card, the standard should be PAL-D, the Audio Input should
be the soundcard line in (unless your TV card has a separate audio input and you are using that one), and
the video source should be ‘Composite’.

Select the ‘Record’ tab;
Click ‘Profiles’, then ‘Create’ give it a name, such as ‘Movies’, MPEG2 should be selected.

Click ‘Apply’.   Select ‘System’ and make sure MPEG2 DVD is selected. In file split size type in
‘9600’, click ‘Apply’.    Advanced settings are OK on default.

Click the ‘Video’ tab.  Select ‘Pal’ for the Video Format.  Click ‘Apply’.   720 x 576 should be the size.
Type ‘5000’ in the Bitrate.  Click ‘Apply’ twice.  Click on ‘Advanced’.    Frame rate should be 25.
Change the GOP to 12. Set the motion vector to 32 for hor and vert. Aspect ratio is 4:3 , GOP
subgroup is OK at 3.  Click ‘OK’.

Click on the ‘Audio’ tab.   Select  MPEG-1 Layer II, Sampling Rate: 48.0 kHz 16-bit Stereo
Bit Rate: 256 KBits/sec, sampling must be 48Khz (audio cd is 44.1).  Click ‘Apply’ twice. For
musical DVDs you can go higher than 256 Kbits/sec but I have not found it makes much difference.
With these settings between 25 and 35 songs fitted on the DVD without shrinking it in DVD Shrink.

Click on OK.

Now look at the settings on the right and see if they are all OK. If not,  click on ‘Modify’ and do it 
again. If you forget to click Apply each time the setting will not be set.

There are several bugs in this program, the main one is that the bit-rate is not what it is set to. The
setting of 5000 actually is about 7680, very high quality. You can fit more video on a DVD if you set
the Video bit rate to 4500 and the quality will still be very good.

If all is OK, click ‘Close’.

You can now select the ‘Movies’ profile and click ‘Apply’. (just check that the settings are OK) and
start recording.

If you have an analog TV card (as the Ulead 2000 XP is) you can set the TV stations. First select the
input as TV  and click ‘Apply’ or it will not be set.  You have to remember to set it back to Composite
to record from a VCR.



IT IS IMPORTANT TO SET THE AUDIO LEVEL CORRECTLY FOR RECORDING!

For high quality audio recording it is necessary to be able to set the audio level accurately. For this you
need some sort of audio recording program that has VU meters. For movies just adjusting the record
input level on the line input of your sound card to sound OK is good enough. Do a few tests and see
how it sounds. The recording level for Video is much lower than for Audio CD.

This is what I use Cool Edit Pro 2 for. ( This program is now and Adobe product called Adobe
Audition 1.5 and is available from http://www.adobe.com/products/audition/main.html . It is a
fairly expensive product at US$299.00.

If you have Cool Edit Pro or Adobe Audition 1.5:
Double click on the volume control icon in the system tray to bring up the controls.  Select ‘Options’ 
then ‘Properties’, then ‘Recording’ then ‘OK’.  The ‘Line In’ option should be selected, set the line in 
recording volume to about half way.

Start Cool Edit Pro/Adobe Audition.  Click ‘File’, ‘New’, ‘OK’.  You are now ready to check 
recording volume level.

Start Intervideo DVR, hit the play button on the VCR. When you see the video playing, alt/tab back to
Cool Edit/Adobe Audition, hit the red record button. The VU meters will activate to show the recording
level. The correct level should be between–9db and -6db, or–12 and–9 to be very safe, never going



past–3db (for audio CD recording it should be between–6 and 0db). Alt/tab back to the volume control
to adjust the line input level, you will still be able to see the VU meters of Cool Edit. You may need to
set the level for each video as the volume varies a lot. By ear is not good enough for high quality music
recording. If you do not have an audio recording program err on soft rather than loud as the audio will
not then be distorted.

If you do not have an audio recording program, experiment with the record volume
settings. Start with the level at half way, then while you are recording push it to three
quarters then to full. Play back the recording and see which level sounds best.

When the level is OK, alt/tab back to Cool Edit and click the stop button.  Then click on ‘file’ ‘close’ 
and do not save. Alt/tab back to Intervideo, rewind the tape to the start, hit play and when the image is
stable click the record button on Intervideo. If you start recording when the video is unstable the header
of the file will be damaged and the authoring program will not accept it (You can fix this with MPEG
Video Wizard by cutting the first few frames). An even safer way is to start recording with Intervideo
while a TV program is showing, then hit the play button on the VCR, this will guarantee that the first
frame is not unstable. Go and talk amongst yourselves till the video is finished.  Don’t try to stop the 
recording exactly at the correct place, the video is trimmed and edited in TmpGenc Author. Always
have some frames spare at the start and end. When you hit the stop button, you will be prompted for a
file name for the video. If you click ‘Cancel’ the file will be lost.

EDITING THE VIDEO:

Start TmpGenc Author, click on ‘Create New Project’,  if it is a movie you need only one track.  
Right click on ‘untitled track’ in the left window, click ‘Rename’ and type in a name (the name of the 
movie), hit Enter.

Now click on ‘Add file’ and select the MPEG file and click ‘Open’.  To recognize files with the MPEG 
ending, select ‘All files’, otherwise it looks for files ending in mpg.  When it is imported, click  ‘OK’.
It will show the length of the proposed DVD and the red section shows how much too big it is.
Click on ‘Options’ and select ‘Save as’ and give the project a name.



Trimming the start and end.
Click on ‘Edit’ then click on ‘Chapter cut edit’.  You will now see the video file in a preview window 
with frames below. These are not every frame, but the ones you can mark for editing, about 1 in 3 to 1
in 5. The frame that you can mark is highlighted in red. Press the down arrow key to fast forward to the
frame you want to start on, if you go too far, use the up arrow key to go back. When you have found the
correct frame click on ‘Set as start frame’.  Move the slider quickly to the end of the file, wait for the 
frame view to catch up then use the up arrow key to move back to the end frame. If you have let it run
quite a while past the end, use the slider to find the approximate frame. When it is selected, click on
‘Set as end frame’.  Click on ‘Edit menu’ and click on ‘Cut all but currently selected range’.  You 
will be asked if you really want to, say Yes. Click on OK.

Editing out Ads.
Click on ‘Edit’ then click on ‘Chapter cut edit’.  You will now see the video file in a preview window 
with frames below. These are not every frame, but the ones you can mark for editing, about 1 in 3 to 1
in 5. The frame that you can mark is highlighted in red. Select the slider control with the mouse by
clicking and holding down the left button. Slide it to the right with a very smooth and steady motion
and the movie will flash past very fast. If you go too fast it will stall and slow down. It takes a bit of
practice to be able to do it quickly. When you see an ad lift your finger. Try to move it very slowly
backwards to get near the start of the ad, after waiting for the frame view to catch up. Use the up/down



arrow keys to move fast forward and back (or the left/right arrow keys to move slowly) to select the start
of the fade before the ad. When it is red, click on ‘Set as start frame’, move the slider slowly to find the
end of the ad, adjust to the very first frame after the ad with the up/down arrow keys and click on ‘Set as
end frame’.  Click on ‘Cut’, you will be asked if you want to cut the currently selected range, click 
‘OK’.  Keep going till you have found and cut all the ads. They are never the same distance apart
throughout the movie.

RE-ENCODING THE AUDIO.
If the DVD is just a little bit too big you can try changing the bit rate of the audio encoding. Reduce it
by a bit and see if it makes any difference.
.
The audio will be re-encoded when the VOB files are outputted.

If you have an audio/video sync problem you will need a more sophisticated video editing program
such as MPEG Video Wizard. With this program you can fix it in a flash.

Creating the Menu.
Click on ‘Create Menu’.  Click on ‘Title’ and type in the name of the movie (if you have not already 
named it).



Click ‘Select Track’ in the left window, you will see a thumbnail with the name of the track beside it.  
If you renamed the untitled track to the movie name this should be OK.
Double click the thumbnail and select a frame to be shown (if the first frame is not OK).
Click ‘Track One Menu’ in the left window.  The track name should be OK.  If you were making video 
song clips you may want to split them up into several tracks, one for each artist, so this is where you
would have different track names.

Click on ‘Select Chapter’.  Each time you cut out an ad a new chapter is created.  Double click the 
thumbnails to select a frame.  Do this for all of them.  Don’t take too much time over this as they are too 
small to see on the TV anyway.

You may want to simplify things by eliminating the main menu.  Under menu settings select ‘Track
menu only”.  For a commercial movie copied from a tape there will be only one chapter, so simply
name this ‘Play’.

Go to Options and save the project when you have checked that you have all the menu items correct.
Under ‘Display menu settings’ select ‘General’ and you can change how the tracks are played. I
usually have ‘Play all tracks’ and ‘Play next track’ selected. This will automatically start playing the 
movie when you insert the DVD and if you have created several tracks, say for different artists on a
music DVD, all tracks will play without having to go back to the menu and select them. There are many
menu templates give some of them a try. You can modify any of these to your own liking.

Go to ‘Output’ and make sure ‘Create DVD folder’ is checked.  Browse to select your output folder.  I 
always use the same ‘c:\aamovies’ folder.  The program will create a folder called ‘Volume1’ (or 2,3



etc if you do not delete the Volume1 folder when you have finished) with the VOB files. If your movie
is too big to fit on a DVD it will complain, just select ‘Ignore’.

Sometimes T….author slightly over estimates the file sizes.  If it appears to be only a small amount
over, load it into DVD Shrink and if it says the files will be saved at 100% of original size then it will fit
on a DVD and need not be shrunk. Just go straight to Nero.

You can burn a dvd from TmpGenc Author, but I had a couple of duds and do not recommend it. Nero
is as simple as falling off a log and the DVDs are rock solid.

SHRINKING THE VOB FILES TO 4.4Gb.
If the files are still too large, open DVD Shrink 3.13. or 3.17 (download the latest from time to time–
it’s Free!)

When first starting DVDShrink go to edit-settings and set the DVD size to ‘Custom’ and change the 
4468Gb to 4400Gb.  Some DVD’s play up on the outer track and this will make sure the recording 
finishes in from the edge.

Click on ‘open files’ (if you want to rip a commercial DVD select ‘Open Disk’) and locate the VIDEO-
TS folder in the ‘Volume1’ folder that T ….. Author created. Click OK.

The files will be imported and a preview will be available.



Select ‘Automatic’ in the compression settings.  It will show you how much it will be compressed.
80% means the files will be 80% of the original size, compressed 20%.

Click on ‘Backup’, then the ‘Target Device’ tab.  Select ‘Hard Disk Folder’ for the device.  Browse to 
the folder you want the compressed files to be saved in.  I use a folder called ‘Shrink’ in the ‘aamovies’ 
folder.  Click on the ‘Backup options’ tab and make sure ‘Perform Deep Analysis’ and ‘Compress
video with high quality adaptive error compensation’ are selected.  ‘Maximum smoothness’ is the
best setting for the error compensation.  Under ‘DVD Region’ select ‘Region Free’ which is the default.
Click ‘OK’ and the shrinking will begin.  You can also burn the DVD from DVD Shrink, but again I 
have found errors on some DVDs burnt this way. USE NERO!



BURNING THE DVD MOVIE

Insert a blank DVD, Start Nero Express*, make sure your DVD writer is the selected device. Click on
‘DVD-Video files’, click on ‘Add’ and browse to the ‘Volume1’ (or Shrink) folder and select both 
folders ‘ AUDIO_TS’ AND ‘VIDEO_TS’, Click on ‘Add’ then click on ‘Finished’. Click ‘Next’. 
Type in a name for the DVD (Nero only allows 16 characters for the name) and press TAB to get down
to the speed setting. Set the burn speed to match the blank DVD ( if you have an 8 speed burner and 4X
disks).  Click ‘Burn’.

*  If you have the ‘Nero Smart Start’ set to run when you start Nero, get rid of it! Create a shortcut on
the desktop or in the special recording folder (if you have made one) to Nero.exe in the following folder:
\Program Files\Ahead\Nero\. If you cannot see the file extensions in My Computer or Windows
Explorer do the following:-  Right click on the start button, select ‘Explore’ – click on ‘Tools’ then 
‘Folder Options’, click on the ‘View’ tab, scroll down to ‘Hide extensions for known file types’ and 
untick the box.  Click on ‘Apply’ then ‘OK’.

Do not stick labels on your DVDs, it takes only a tiny bit of wobble to upset the player. If you want
fancy labels buy a printer that will print on printable media. NEVER USE STICK ON LABELS.

If your DVD player has trouble reading the disks try burning at a slower speed, and if you still have
trouble change your brand of disks. Some burners do not do well with some brands of disks. Look on
your disk packet. The Ul-Tran brand that I have used a lot of has various firmware updates listed that
are required for the various brands of burners. UL-TRAN “Children Series” (Previosly UL-TRAN
Premium) work very well on my Pioneer AO6 burner (only about 1 dud in a 100) and the UL-TRAN
printable ones not so well, but they work perfectly on the AO7 that I use for data backup in my main
computer. I have recently started using Ritek printable disks and find them very good in both the A06
and the A07 burners. Of the high priced brands Verbatum (very expensive but very good) and BenQ
(made by Sony) are the pick.

The only way you can tell if you have a dud disk is to watch the movie on your DVD player. If you get
a bit past halfway and the image starts to break up from time to time, this is a dud disk. I found Laser
disks very bad in my burners and did not get one good one out of ten. Princo disks also produced a lot
of duds.

I will stick with Ritek 8X disks as they are cheap, readily available and so far no duds! For Pioneer
burners Ul-Tran and Ritek (both available from www.eyo.com.au ) are the best, Ritek being the best of
the two.

Note: If you have trouble with a new burner it may be the internal firmware. Go to the makers site and
see if there are any updates. This is one reason I like Pioneer, their firmware update program is
windows based and dead simple to use and updates are on their Australian site and you can register to be
notified of any updates.





DO NOT STICK LABELS ON DVDs. It throws the disk out of balance and the slightest wobble will
upset your dvd player. Get a printer that will print on printable disks if you want to label the actual
disks. I sometimes just write on them with a felt pen. If you have a suitable printer you can download
the labels for most movies from http://www.cdcovers.cc/covers.php . These are jpg images that you can
load into your label-making program. For a super job I use Coral Draw but you can do it in Word. The
size of the image must be 274 x 184 mm. Open word, set the paper to landscape and insert the
downloaded image. Double click on the image to bring up the image options. Under size, type in these
dimensions but make sure you uncheck‘maintain aspect’or it will not let you change the size correctly.
For printing on disks you are probably better off using the software that came with your printer. The
Canon software is very good.

The Canon one looks like this:



DVD cases are now very cheap but you can store your DVDs in CD cases to save space. Look in
Overflow or Crazy Clarks for dvd cases and BigW for CD jewel cases. I make a simple insert in MS
Publisher to fit in the CD case–see below:

You could also use MS Word or any of the numerous CD label maker programs.



I then make a thin stick-on label for the end of the case with the movie name

ENJOY!



If the input via your Line In on the computer is far to low to obtain a suitable recording level the above
circuit can be used to connect to the Microphone input (this problem is common on laptops). It can be built
in a small plastic box and the cheapest way is not to have input and output sockets, but solder leads in and
out that will connect directly to your VCR and computer. You will need a 3.5 mm stereo plug to go into the
computer and possibly RCA plugs to connect to your VCR. Buying ready-made leads is the cheapest and
just cut off the end you do not need.

Get a TV tech (or a friend that is into electronics) to construct it for you.

Use the left and right controls to balance the channels (some tapes have a low left channel output) and the
master volume to set the recording level. Start with your Microphone level at half way.

Parts list: 4 x 2.2 k ¼ watt resistors; 2 x 10 k Log Pots; 1 x 10 k dual gang log pot; 1 output lead with 3.5
mm stereo plug; 1 input lead with suitable plugs to suit your VCR; 1 suitable box.

If you buy all the parts from Dick Smith you can drill the box and install the three pots. It will then only
take a few minutes for a tech to solder the parts in. Make sure he connects all the earths together including
the metal back of the pots.

An alternative is to purchase (or have built/or build) a small pre-amplifier that will boost the sound a bit and
use the Line In.


